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Abstract—The assessment of network vulnerability is of great
importance in the presence of unexpected disruptive events or
adversarial attacks targeting on critical network links and nodes.
However, it is extremely challenging to seek and safeguard against
most destructive scenarios in dynamic networks where changes
to their topologies are frequently introduced. In this paper,
we propose CLA and CNA algorithms, to adaptively detect
critical links and nodes in a dynamic network whose removals
maximally destroy the network’s functions, without recomputing
from scratch. The effectiveness of our solutions is validated on
various types of networks with different topology structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid and exceptional growth of mobile networks has
called for an accurate and continuous assessment of network
vulnerability in the mobile environment, i.e., how much the
network performance reduces in various cases of undesired
disruptions, such as natural disasters, unexpected elements
failures, or especially adversarial attacks. In a typical attacking
point of view, an attacker would first exploit the network
weaknesses, and then only need to update the targeted critical
nodes or links with the change of network structure, whose
corruptions bring the whole network down to its knees. For
instance, an adversarial attack to any essential Internet hosts or
clients, once successful, may cause tremendous breakdowns to
millions of companies’ websites and online services. Yet, the
destruction to the network by using the same attacking scheme
might be tremendously reduced due to the mobility and
evolution of the network. Therefore, in order to continuously
maintain the normal network functions at each time-slot in
dynamic circumstances, it is of great importance to adaptively
explore the network vulnerability, i.e., identify and update the
proper crucial nodes and links in a timely manner.

There have been many studies proposing different metrics
to account for the network vulnerability [2], [3], [10], [11],
among which the degree of suspected nodes or edges [3],
the average shortest path length [2], the global clustering
coefficients [10], and the available number of compromised
s− t flows [11] appear to be the most popular and effective.
Unfortunately, these mentioned measures do not seem to cast
well for some particular kinds of network vulnerabilities,
especially when network is dynamic and its fragmentation is
of high priority, as depicted in Figure 1.

Let us consider a simple example in Figure 1 illustrating a
small portion of the Internet, where nodes v1, v2, . . . , v7 are
ISPs and the rest are consumers or transmission nodes. As
revealed in this figure, at time-slot 0, any successful corruptive
attacks to nodes v4 and v6 are sufficient to bring the whole
network down to its knees with no satisfied customers. When
the network structure changes at the next time-slot without
links (v4, v9) and (v6, v9), the attacks to v8 and v10 can
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Fig. 1: At time-slot 0, since node v4 and v6 are connected to v9 (dotted links),
the corruptive attacks of v4 and v6 (grey nodes) can destroy the function of the whole
network such that only less than 39% nodes connect each other. When the network
structure changes at time-slot 1 without links (v4, v9) and (v6, v9), v8 and v10 (white
nodes) can be attacked to better destruct the network by only allowing 35% nodes to
connect each other.

better destroy the network by allowing less pairs of nodes to
communicate with each other, as well as reduce the cost by the
avoidance of attacking ISPs. In a different attacking strategy,
regardless of the change of network structure at different time-
slots, the removal of node v7 or v14, if the adversary was
to use maximum degree centrality as the metric, does not
appear to harm the network function because all customers
are still satisfied. However, these removals also reduce the
global clustering coefficients to almost 0 and increase the
average shortest path to nearly 3. Besides, if the attacker
uses the available number of compromised v1 − v2 flows, the
destructions of nodes v4 and v7 will drop the flow to 1, and
they still, unfortunately, cannot destroy the existence of the
giant ISP component providing services to the (almost) whole
network.

This example illustrates two important points that the other
works are lack of: (1) In order to break down the network,
we need to somehow control the balance among discon-
nected components while ensuring the nonexistence of giant
components. One possible and effective way to do so is to
measure the total pairwise connectivity, i.e., the number of
connected node-pairs [7] in the network. Back to our example,
at time-slot 1, a scrutiny look into the destructions of nodes
v8 and v10, which we know can break down the network’s
function, reveals that they, indeed, reduce the network total
pairwise connectivity to its greatest extent (35%). This great
reduction, as a result, significantly leads to the malfunction of
the whole network. (2) The set of critical links and nodes to
destroy the network can be entirely different even the network
structure only changes a little bit, especially using this effective
new metric, total pairwise connectivity. As illustrated in our
example, the set of critical nodes becomes v8 and v10 at time-
slot 1 although only two links are removed from the network.
Instead of v4 and v6, the attacks of the two critical nodes can
not only reduce the pairwise connectivity by 4% (from 39% to
35%), but also reduce the cost due to the avoidance of ISPs.

Motivated by the effectiveness of the total pairwise con-
nectivity metric in dynamic networks, we study the problems
to detect and update a given number of network elements
(links or nodes) all the time in order to assess the network



vulnerability by minimizing the total pairwise connectivity.
A naive solution to these problems would try to repeatedly
execute one of the available static methods [4], [13] to find
new critical elements whenever the network changes. However,
this strategy suffers from the major disadvantage, i.e., the huge
consumption of time and computing resources, which delays
the protection and allows the intruder to attack and destroy
the network functions. In this paper, we propose two novel
adaptive algorithms, Critical Link Adaption (CLA) and Crit-
ical Node Adaption (CNA) algorithms, to detect and update
the critical elements in a timely manner, by investigating the
underlying relations between the change of network structure
and the network connectivity. Our CLA and CNA algorithms
are validated on a wide range of networks with different scales
and topologies, in comparison to the most effective approach
to detect critical links and nodes in static networks.

Organizations: Section II introduces the network model and
problem definition. We propose two novel adaptive algorithms,
CLA and CLA, in Section III and the experimental results are
illustrated in Section IV to validate the performance of these
two algorithms. Related work is presented in section V and
we conclude the whole paper in Section VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Network Model: Let G0 = (V0, E0) be the initial network
at time-slot 0, with |V0| = n0 nodes and |E0| = m0 links.
Denote S0 as the initial set of critical elements (links or nodes).
Two nodes i and j in the network are connected iff there
exists at least one path from i to j. Moreover, let ∆GT be
the changes of the whole network after time-slot T , in which
∆VT and ∆ET are the sets of new (or removed) nodes and
links. Then, the network at time-slot T+1 can be described as
GT = (VT , ET ) as a combination of the previous one together
with the change, i.e., GT+1 = GT ∪∆GT . Then, a dynamic
network G is a sequence of network snapshots evolving all the
time: G = (G0, G1, . . . , GT , . . .).

Problem Definition: Given an integer k and a dynamic net-
work G having the initial network G0 and network snapshots
G1, G2, . . . obtained through a collection of network topology
changes ∆G1,∆G2, . . . all the time. The problem asks for
adaptive algorithms to efficiently detect and update the set of
k critical elements (links or nodes), by only utilizing the set
of critical elements ST−1 at the previous time-slot, such that
the total pairwise connectivity is minimized.

III. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS IN DYNAMIC NETWORKS

In this section, we propose two different adaptive algorithm-
s, Critical Link Adaption (CLA) and Critical Node Adaption
(CNA), to detect critical links and nodes by handling various
scenarios in the change of networks. Our CLA and CNA
algorithms consist of two phases: 1) identifying the initial
critical elements at time-slot 0; 2) updating and tracing the
critical elements in a dynamic network.

First, in order to obtain the initial critical elements in the
initial network G0, we introduce the Integer Linear Program-
ming (ILP) formulations to detect the top k critical links and
nodes, as depicts in (1) and (2) respectively, by minimizing

the total pairwise connectivity.

min
∑
i,j∈V

uij

s.t. uij + ujh − uhi ≤ 1 ∀i, j, h ∈ V∑
(i,j)∈E(1− uij) ≤ k

uij ∈ {0, 1}

(1)

min
∑
i,j∈V

uij

s.t. uij + ujh − uhi ≤ 1 ∀i, j, h ∈ V
vi + vj + uij ≥ 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E∑

i∈V vi ≤ k
vi ∈ {0, 1}, uij ∈ {0, 1}

(2)

where the indicator variable uij is defined as

uij =

{
1, if nodes i and j are connected
0, otherwise

and the other indicate variable vi is further defined as

vi =

{
1, if node i is deleted
0, otherwise

These two ILPs share the same objective to minimize the
total pairwise connectivity. The first constraint in both ILPs
imposes the triangular connectivity. That is, if node i and
j are connected, node j and h are connected, node i and
h have to be connected. The last constraints in (1) and (2)
ensure the number of all deleted links and nodes to be at
most k respectively. In terms of critical nodes, the second
constraint is added in (2) to guarantee that at least one
endpoint of a link has to be deleted if its two endpoints are
disconnected in the optimal solution. Then, since

∑
i,j∈V uij

can be minimized when there are more pairs of nodes (i, j)
satisfying uij = 0, we have their relaxed Linear Programming
(LP) with uij ∈ [0, 1], v ∈ [0, 1] instead. Then, based on these
two LP formulations, the initial set of critical elements can
be detected using the HILPR algorithm [13], which is based
on the idea of iteratively solving the LP and rounding and has
been shown to be the most effective approach in the literature.

Next, before introducing the second phase of the CLA
and CNA algorithms, we first take a scrutiny look into the
events, which update the network by introducing or removing
a set of links or nodes. As one can see, these events can be
further decomposed as a sequence of node (or link) insertions
(or removals), in which a single node (or a single link) is
introduced (or removed) at a time-slot. That is, during the
time-slot interval T and T + 1, changes to the network can be
viewed as a collection of four simpler events as follows:

1) Link e insertion: Gt = Gt−1[Et−1 ∪ {e}];
2) Link e removal: Gt = Gt−1[Et−1 \ {e}];
3) Node v insertion: Gt = Gt−1[Vt−1 ∪ {v}, E ∪ e(v)];
4) Node v removal: Gt = Gt−1[Vt−1 \ {v}, E \ e(v)].

where e(v) is the set of links incident to v.
In the rest of this section, we first focus on the second

phase of our CLA and CNA algorithms to update the critical
elements based on the above four simpler events in Section
III-A and III-B. Section III-C further presents the refinement
of our CLA and CNA algorithms to improve their performance
in terms of running time, and the analysis of time complexity.



A. Critical Link Adaption (CLA) Algorithm
The CLA algorithm, Algorithm 1, focuses on updating the

critical links in dynamic networks by utilizing the set of critical
links at the previous time-slot. First, let us exploit a vital
property for critical links, as depicted in Fig. 2. As can be
seen, we observe that the set of critical links S consists of
core critical links Sc and margin critical links Sm, where
Sc is the set of links whose removal will disconnect large
dense components and Sm is the marginal links (the links
connect nodes of degree 1). There could exist some Sm when
the remaining costs k − |Sc| is not sufficient to separate any
dense components. In this case, the removal of such marginal
links Sm can decrease the total pairwise connectivity to the
greatest extent. However, these margin links Sm are not real
critical links which should be avoided to be selected as critical
links at next time-slot. Our adaptive algorithms also take this
important point into account besides the relations between
different connected components. Then, we consider the four
simpler events respectively.
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PajekFig. 2: Terrorist Network by Krebs with 50 critical edges (Gray). The removal of
the gray critical edges separates the network into several dense components. The critical
links (v49, v60) (red) and (v15, v25) (green) are representative of core critical links
Sc and margin critical links Sm respectively.

1) Link Insertion: When a new link e arrives at time-slot
t, we first define the Single Link Fitness (SLF) function FLe

to measure the contribution of the link e to the total pairwise
connectivity in the graph Gt−1, as follows:

FLe(Gt−1) =

{
|Ce1 ||Ce2 |, Ce1 6= Ce2

0, otherwise

where Ce1 and Ce2 are the connected components which the
two endpoints e1 and e2 of link e belong to respectively.
Lemma 1 shows that the value of SLF function, called SLF
score, can optimally reflect the contribution to total pairwise
connectivity for a single link.

Lemma 1. The removal of a link with maximum value of SLF
function FLe disconnects maximum number of node-pairs.

Proof: Consider a link connecting the components Ci and
Cj . The difference between the pairwise connectivity before
and after removing e is(

|Ci|+ |Cj |
2

)
−
(
|Ci|
2

)
−
(
|Cj |

2

)
= |Ci||Cj |

which is essentially the value of FLe.
Then, we consider two cases: If the two endpoints of e

belong to the same component in Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1], the
critical links keep the same. Otherwise, we calculate its SLF
score and the SLF scores of all critical links in St−1 on

residual graph Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1]. The new link e will be
only selected as a new critical link if the original critical link
s ∈ St−1 with minimum SLF score among all critical links in
St−1 has smaller SLF score than the new link e.

2) Link Removal: When a link e is removed, we only need
to consider the case when the removed link e belongs to St−1.
Otherwise, it will not greatly affect the functionality of the
network. In this case, we will need to identify more critical
links. The idea is to solve the relaxed LP of (1) on the residual
graph Gt−1[Et−1 \ Sc

t−1 ∪ {e}] with kt = |Sm
t−1 ∪ {e}| such

that the margin critical links can be redetermined. The new set
of critical links are the union of Sc

t−1 and the kt links having
smallest u∗ij .

3) Node Insertion: When a new node v is inserted, it
is interesting to update the set of critical links since we
need to consider both its incident links (new links) and the
original critical links St−1. Let e(v) be the set of links
connecting to v. We first divide e(v) into a collection of
subsets E(v) = {E1(v), E2(v), . . . , Ed(v)} which connects
v to the d different connected components C1, . . . , Cd in the
residual graph Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1]. That is, all endpoints in
Ei(v) incident to v belong to the same connect component in
Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1]. Moreover, it is clear that Ei(v) ⊆ e(v),
Ei(v)∩Ej(v) = ∅ for all i 6= j and

⋃
iEi(v) = e(v). Consider

two connected components Ci and Cj in Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1].
We define Pairwise Components Fitness (PCF) function FLij

in Gt−1 to measure the contribution of the set of links between
them to total pairwise connectivity, as follows:

FLij(Gt−1) =

{
|Ci||Cj |
|Tij | , |Tij | > 0

0, otherwise

where Tij is the set of links with one endpoint in component
Ci and the other endpoint in Cj . Clearly, by minimizing the
value of PCF function, called PCF score, we can use a small
number of links to disconnect more node-pairs.

In the algorithm, the idea is to iteratively replace a subset
of links incident to the new node v with other original critical
links in St−1 until no new links have higher PCF score than
the original critical links. To do this, in each iteration, we
consider using all links in some Ei(v) to replace randomly
|Ei(v)| original critical links between some two connected
components Ci and Cj having the minimum PCF score among
all pairs of components in graph Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1] if the
PCF score of Ei(v) is larger than FLij and the size of Tij is
larger than |Ei(v)|, where Tij is the critical links connecting
connected components Ci and Cj . To calculate the PCF score
of Ei(v), we need to find out the two components connected
by Ei(v). Specifically, one component is clearly Ci and the
other is the union of all other connected components incident
to v, which is

⋃
l=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,d Cl. In other words, the PCF

score of Ei(v) can be obtained on the graph Gt−1[Et−1 ∪
{
⋃

l=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,dEl(v)}].
4) Node Removal: When a node v is removed, we consider

all links incident to node v. Let es(v) be the set of links not
only incident to v but also belonging to the set of original
critical links St−1, i.e., es(v) = N(v) ∩ St−1. Similar as the
case of link removal, instead of only one removed link, we
take into account the set es(v) and solve the relaxed LP of
(1) on the residual graph Gt−1[Vt−1 \ {v}, Et−1 \ Sc

t−1] with
kt = |Sm

t−1 ∪ es(v)| such that the margin critical links can be



redetermined. The new set of critical links are the union of
Sc
t−1 and the kt links having smallest u∗ij .

Algorithm 1: CLA Algorithm
Input : Graph Gt−1 = (Vt−1, Et−1) at time-slot t− 1, an integer k, the set

of critical links St−1 at time-slot t− 1
Output: The set of critical links St at time-slot t

1 if a link e is inserted then
2 if two endpoints of e belong to different component in

Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1] then
3 Calculate the SLF score of e and all critical links in St−1 in

Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1];
4 Replace e as a critical link with the link s with minimum SLF score

in St−1 if the SLF score of e is larger than that of s;
5 end
6 end
7 if a link e is removed then
8 if e ∈ St−1 then
9 Solve the relaxed LP of (1) on the residual graph

Gt−1[Et−1 \ Sc
t−1 ∪ {e}] with kt = |Sm

t−1 ∪ {e}|;
10 St ← the union of Sc

t−1 and the kt links having smallest u∗
ij ;

11 end
12 end
13 if a node v is inserted then
14 while ∃ two connected components Ci and Cj such that FLij is

minimum and the size of Tij (number of links between Ci and Cj ) is
larger than |Ei(v)| do

15 Replace all links in some Ei(v) as critical links with randomly
|Ei(v)| original critical links in Tij ;

16 end
17 end
18 if a node v is removed then
19 es(v)← N(v) ∩ St−1;
20 Solve the relaxed LP of (1) on the residual graph

Gt−1[Vt−1 \ {v}, Et−1 \ Sc
t−1] with kt = |Sm

t−1 ∪ es(v)|;
21 St ← the union of Sc

t−1 and the kt links having smallest u∗
ij ;

22 end

B. Critical Node Adaption (CNA) Algorithm
The CNA algorithm, Algorithm 2, focuses on updating the

critical nodes in dynamic networks by utilizing the set of
critical nodes at the previous time-slot. First, we consider two
fitness functions FN e and FN v with respect to a link e and
a node v in Gt−1 to measure the contribution to the pairwise
connectivity for a link e and a node v as follows:
• Link Endpoint Fitness (LEF) function FN e:

FN e(Gt−1) =


max{(|Ce1 | − 1)|Ce2 |,
|Ce1 |(|Ce2 | − 1)}, Ce1 6= Ce2

|Ce1 | − 1, otherwise

where Ce1 and Ce2 are the connected components which the
two endpoints e1 and e2 of link e belong to respectively. The
underlying reason to define FN e is two-fold: (1) similar as
Lemma 1, when Ce1 6= Ce2 , the contribution of one endpoint
of the link e can be optimally reflected by FN e since we
consider the maximum between that of two endpoints. (2)
when the link e belongs to one connected component, the
contribution of either of its endpoint is exactly |Ce1 | − 1.
• Single Node Fitness (SNF) function FN v:

FN v(Gt−1) =


∑

1≤i<j≤d(v) |Ci||Cj |
+
∑

1≤i≤d(v) |Ci|, d(v) > 1
|C| − 1, otherwise

where d(v) is the number of connected components containing
N(v) in Gt−1 after removing v. Then, Lemma 2 shows that
the contribution of the node v to total pairwise connectivity
using FN v .

Lemma 2. The removal of a node with maximum value of SNF
function FN v disconnects maximum number of node-pairs.

Proof: Consider a node connecting the components
C1, . . . , Cd(v), the difference between the pairwise connectiv-
ity before and after removing v is(∑

1≤i<j≤d(v) |Ci|+ 1

2

)
−

∑
1≤i≤d(v)

(
|Ci|
2

)
=

∑
1≤i<j≤d(v)

|Ci||Cj |+
∑

1≤i≤d(v)

|Ci|

which is essentially the value of FN v .
Finally, the values of these two fitness functions are referred

to as LEF score and SNF score respectively.
1) Link Insertion: When a link e arrives at time-slot t, we

consider two cases: The critical links keep the same if the two
endpoints of e belong to the same component in Gt−1[Vt−1 \
St−1] or at least one endpoint is the original critical node in
St−1. Otherwise, we calculate the LEF score for the new link
e. The endpoint of e determining the LEF score, i.e., e1 if
(|Ce1 | − 1)|Ce2 | > |Ce1 |(|Ce2 | − 1) and e2 otherwise, will
be selected as a new critical node if the original critical node
s ∈ St−1 with minimum SNF score among all critical nodes
in St−1 has smaller SNF score than the LEF score of e.

2) Link Removal: When a link e is removed, the set of
critical nodes is kept if either of its endpoints is a critical
node at time-slot t−1. Otherwise, we calculate the LEF score
for the new link e on graph Gt−1[Vt−1 \ St−1] when none of
these two endpoints is originally critical nodes, or we have
only one non-critical node in time-slot t − 1. Likewise, the
endpoint of e determining the LEF score, i.e., e1 if (|Ce1 | −
1)|Ce2 | > |Ce1 |(|Ce2 | − 1) and e2 otherwise, will be selected
as a new critical node if the original critical node s ∈ St−1
with minimum SNF score among all critical nodes in St−1
has smaller SNF score than the LEF score of e.

3) Node Insertion: When a node v is inserted, we calculate
its SNF and the SNF scores of all original critical nodes in
St−1 on residual graph Gt−1[Vt−1 \St−1]. Similarly, the new
node v will only be selected as a new critical node if the
original critical node s ∈ St−1 with minimum SNF score
among all critical nodes in St−1 has smaller SNF score than
that of the new node v.

4) Node Removal: When a node v is removed, we only
consider the case that v is an original critical node at time-
slot t−1. Otherwise, it will not greatly affect the functionality
of the network. In this case, since the number of critical nodes
reduces to k − 1 at time-slot t, we will need to identify one
more critical node. The idea is to solve the relaxed LP of (1)
on the residual graph Gt−1[Vt−1\St−1] with kt = 1. The new
set of critical links are the union of St−1 and the link having
largest v∗i .

C. Refinement in CLA / CNA and Time Complexity Analysis
Furthermore, we improve our CLA and CNA algorithms

discussed above in Section III-A and III-B in terms of running
time, and analyze their time complexity.

1) Running Time Refinement: We note that both of the LP
formulations (1) and (2) have O(n3) constraints owing to the
triangle inequality constraints. To improve the running time
of our algorithm during solving the LP, we further apply the



Algorithm 2: CNA Algorithm
Input : Graph Gt−1 = (Vt−1, Et−1) at time-slot t− 1, an integer k, the set

of critical nodes St−1 at time-slot t− 1
Output: The set of critical nodes St at time-slot t

1 if a link e is inserted then
2 if two endpoints of e belong to different components in

Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1] and Neither of them is in St−1 then
3 Calculate the LEF score of e and SNF score of all critical nodes in

St−1 in Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1];
4 Replace the endpoint of e determining the LEF score as a critical node

with the node s with minimum SNF score in St−1 if the LEF score
of e is larger than the SNF score of s;

5 end
6 end
7 if a link e is removed then
8 if both of endpoints of e are not in St−1 then
9 Calculate the LEF score of e and SNF score of all critical nodes in

St−1 in Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1];
10 Replace the endpoint of e determining the LEF score as a critical node

with the node s with minimum SNF score in St−1 if the LEF score
of e is larger than the SNF score of s;

11 end
12 end
13 if a node v is inserted then
14 Calculate the SNF score of v and all critical nodes in St−1 in

Gt−1[Et−1 \ St−1];
15 Replace v as a critical node with the node s with minimum SNF score in

St−1 if the SNF score of e is larger than the SNF score of s;
16 end
17 if a node v is removed then
18 if v ∈ St−1 then
19 Solve the relaxed LP of (2) on the residual graph

Gt−1[Vt−1 \ St−1] with kt = 1;
20 St ← the union of St−1 and the link having largest v∗

i ;
21 end
22 end

constraint pruning technique in [6] to eliminate the inactive
constraints. Particularly, in both LP (1) and (2), instead of
using the triangle inequality constraints, we introduce the new
LPnc with the following alternative constraints:

uij + ujh − uhi ≤ 1, h ∈ N(i) ∪N(j)

Clearly, the number of total constraints in LPnc can be
substantially reduced to O(mn), which depends on the number
of links m. According to [6], LPnc has the same objective
value of the LP formulation (1) (or (2)).

2) Running Time Analysis of the second phase in CLA and
CNA: Consider the link removal in CLA and the node removal
in CLA and CNA. As discussed above, our algorithms only
need to solve LP in the residual graph, which contains much
less constraints due to the substantial decrease of the number
of links m. In terms of the link insertion of CLA, the running
time is O(|C|2 log |C|) (C is the set of connected components
in Gt−1[Et−1\St−1]), derived from the calculation and sorting
of PCF scores for component-pairs. The running time of node
insertion in CLA is O(|C|2 max{d, log |C|}) due to the sorting
of PCF scores and the comparison of them between |E(v)| =
d component-pairs. The running time of link insertion, link
removal and node insertion in CNA is O(k log k) due to the
sorting of the SNF scores for k critical nodes.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our adaptive
CLA and CNA algorithms by comparing them with HILPR
algorithm [13] in each static snapshot, which has been shown
to be the most effective to detect critical links and nodes
in static networks. The simulation is implemented using the
CPLEX optimization suite from ILOG, which includes the
implementation of simplex method [8], a branch & bound

algorithm and advanced cutting-plane techniques [14]. We test
on several different network topologies, described as follows:

1) The real terrorist network compiled by Krebs [9] with
62 nodes and 153 links, which reflects the relationship
between the terrorists involved in the terrorism attacks
of Sep. 11, 2001. This experiment attempts to evaluate
the performance of CLA and CNA on a real network.

2) Waxman network topology, a widely-accepted Internet
model, is generated by the well-known BRITE [12].

3) Power-law network topology, generated by Barabási
generator [1], has been discovered as one of the most
remarkable properties in many large-scale networks.

In order to keep the similar density as the real terrorist
network and also show the comparison with optimal solutions,
we use the instance with 70 nodes and 140 links. We generate
100 instances for both Waxman and power-law models and
show the average results. Moreover, at each time-slot, we
randomly update the network by (1) randomly choose at most
three existing links or nodes to remove; (2) randomly choose at
most three non-existing links to insert; (3) insert at most three
new nodes and randomly select at most three existing nodes
to be its neighbors for each new node. Our experiment shows
the average results of 20 testings in consecutive 10 time-slots.

Fig. 3 reports the performance comparison between CLA
and HILPR in all three networks. In Waxman network, power-
law network and terrorist network, we select the number of
critical links k to be 50, 30 and 30 respectively according
to their different vulnerability tolerances. As revealed in Fig.
3(a) and Fig. 3(c), when a link or a node leaves the network,
the gap between our CLA algorithm and HILPR algorithm is
very slight (less than 5%) since the original core critical links
usually keep the same when the network topology slightly
changes, in the meanwhile, our CLA algorithm reconsiders
all margin critical links at the previous time-slot. In the case
of link and node insertions, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig.
3(d), we are surprised to see that our CLA algorithm even
outperform the static HILPR algorithm in Waxman network.
The underlying reason is that the connected components in
residual Waxman network are not dense enough such that
the new incoming links or nodes are likely to make the
dense components more ambiguous, which affects the solution
quality of HILPR algorithm. The performance of CLA in
terrorist networks and power-law networks is very close to
HILPR algorithm since their heterogeneities usually allow
them to have clear dense components in the residual networks.

Fig. 4 reports the performance comparison between CNA
and HILPR in all three networks. Here, in the Waxman
network, power-law network and terrorist network, we select
the number of critical nodes k to be 15, 10 and 10 respectively,
again according to their different vulnerability tolerances. Fig.
4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show that our CNA algorithm has a relative-
ly worse performance (still less than 20% and 10% worse than
HILPR) in Waxman networks because the Waxman network
does not have clear dense subgraphs. In additional, our CNA
algorithm performs much better on power-law networks and
terrorist network due to the existence of large size dense
connected components. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) illustrate the
performance of CNA in the case of node removal and node
insertion. Note that there exists a small gap between the perfor-
mance of CNA and HILPR algorithms after a certain time-slot,
especially in Waxman networks. This is because some critical
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Fig. 3: The Performance Evaluation Of CLA against the HILPR Algorithm For Critical Link Detection
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Fig. 4: The Performance Evaluation Of CNA against the HILPR Algorithm For Critical Node Detection
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nodes at previous time-slot become less important, i.e., the
change of network topology makes them no longer connect
big components.

Finally, the comparison of the running time between our
adaptive algorithms and HILPR algorithm shows that time
taken for solving the LP formulations in HILPR algorithm is
much longer than our critical elements updating procedure and
thus, may prevents this method to complete in a timely manner.
In particular, at each time-slot, our CLA and CNA approaches
take at most 20 seconds to complete all the tasks whereas
HILPR [13] requires more than 3 minutes (even longer in
Waxman networks) to solve the LP formulations iteratively k
times. In that delay time, the network might be attacked by
some intruders and thus, the solution may not be effective.
These above experimental results confirm the robustness and
efficiency of our approaches in dynamic networks.

V. RELATED WORK

Many existing works on network vulnerability assessment
mainly focus on the centrality measurements [5], includ-
ing degree, betweenness and closeness centralities, average
shortest path length [2], global clustering coefficients [10].
Due to the failures to assess the network vulnerability using
above measurements, Arulselvan et al. [4] first proposed the
total pairwise connectivity as an effective measurement and
developed an effective heuristic algorithm. The β-disruptor
problem was further defined by Dinh et al. [7] to find a
minimum set of nodes or links whose removal degrades the
total pairwise connectivity to a desired degree, along with
pseudo-approximation algorithms. Later on, Shen et al. [13]
further investigate the theoretical hardness detect both critical
links and nodes on UDGs and PLGs as well as an effective
HILPR algorithm. Unfortunately, these works only focus on
detecting critical links and nodes in static networks, which are
not efficient to apply onto dynamic networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problems to detect and up-
date critical links and nodes all the time for vulnerability

assessment in dynamic networks based on the metric of total
pairwise connectivity. We provided two adaptive algorithms,
CLA and CNA, to investigate the relations between the change
of network and its connectivity adaptively, along with the
refinement technique. The experiments show the effectiveness
of our algorithms on different network topologies in terms of
both solution quality and time complexity.
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